Colours in Nature
Chalk squares of colour outside and find things to add to your
squares that match them.

Colour scavenger hunt - Before you go on a walk cut some little
squares of colour from magazines and stick them down the side of
a piece of paper. Take your glue with you and as you go see if you
can find things to stick on your page that match your colours

Learn about Colours
What makes a rainbow? Take a trip to OKIDO and discover what
makes a rainbow https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/messygoes-to-okido-what-makes-a-rainbow

Rainbow Art Challenge
Make your own Elmer or Rainbow fish.
Print
Collage
or paint

Or learn about how animals use colours to hide
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z7x76sg

Learn the rainbow song!

All about colours
book

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-i-can
sing-a-rainbow/zn3tqp3

Make your own information book
about colours, do a page a day. On
each page stick pictures from
magazines, photos, do drawings or
even stick things in! You can label
the pictures with words too!

Rainbow Poem
Write a poem about all the colour
of the rainbow. Start each line
with a colour and think of
something that is that colour to
complete the line. Use felt tips to
make your poem colourful!

Rainbow Baking
Make a rainbow cake
Ask a grown up to help you using this recipe
https://www.kidspot.com.au/kitchen/recipes/rainbow-marblecake-recipe/2v81piy1

Challenge Board
Favourite Colour Poster

Colourful caterpillar experiment

Make a poster about your favourite colour!
Draw, take photos or find things in
magazines that are your colour, to stick on.
Write your colour name and add some
labels or sentences say why you love it so
much.

Colour Race
Challenge 1 - Ask a grown up to time you for 1 minute, how many
red things can you find and bring back in that time? Repeat for
Blue, green, pink, yellow etc. and see if you can beat the amount!
Build it into a pictogram. Which colour did you get the most/least
of?

or colourful biscuits

https://www.tastemade.co.uk/videos/rainbow-revealcookies
Challenge 2 – Can you add the blue and the yellow? The red and
the blue? The green and the pink?

YOU WILL NEED - 5 Clear Containers, Primary Colour Food Dye (Red,
Yellow, Blue) or Washable Watercolors, Paper Towels, Water
Adding in the food dye is a huge part of the fun and learning for this
science experiment so let your child help. Fill up all five cups with water.
Add in as many drops of red food dye as you want to the first cup, repeat
for yellow and blue.
Once all your primary colours (red, blue, yellow)
are added, it is time to set up the towels for the colours to crawl across!
Place the cups with the clear cups in between each colour. Roll up a
paper towel and take an edge to go into each cup (one primary and one
empty/clear). Keep adding in paper towels between the cups until you
have made a crawling caterpillar. Leave the jars to sit and watch the
colours crawl…or dig your fingers in and play in the water as the colours
transfer!

